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Las Vegas Tournament News  
HTR Winter Challenge Tournament   

Congratulations to Bob Stark (Las Vegas, NV) for winning the HTR Winter Challenge handicapping 
tournament!   His contest nickname was “247exactabox” and his trademark was consistency.  Take a look 
at the statistics for the top-10 finishers below.  The grand prize was a free entry at the Orleans in April 
where Bob will try to parlay his strong handicapping performance into a much larger payday.  His own 
comments and strategy remarks are on page 3.  
 

Nickname        Player                      Plays   Win  ITM  $ROI 
 

247exactabox1   Bob Stark (NV)               60     23%  55%  1.27 
LeakyEyes       Barbara Buckley (CA)         60     12%  45%  1.23  
Jedijbw1        John Wallace (CA)            60     20%  43%  1.22 
 

C_Martin        Charles Martin (OK)          60     07%  32%  1.19 
Dawgfan         John Buls (WA)               59     13%  36%  1.18  
JBShoulda1      John Buckley (CA)            60     12%  27%  1.16 
Lazaross        Ross Gallo (FL)              60     13%  35%  1.15 
JBShoulda2      John Buckley (CA)            60     12%  32%  1.14  
Buckfan1        Daven Turner (IL)            60     08%  32%  1.12 
KidKet          Richard Ketner (TX)          60     08%  30%  1.10 

 
The HTR tournament format requires steady play throughout to succeed.  ROI is hurt considerably by 
having Place and Show in the scoring.  You cannot win this contest without picking some overlay win-
ners, but the Place and Show will fatten the consistent player scores while mercilessly debiting the totals 
of those that are shooting for big longshots with no luck.  
 
We had 86 entries this time (about 55 individuals) participating in our contest; and they are as tough and 
experienced a group as you will find in any tournament.  No disgrace in losing this one.  Win or lose, 
thank you all for joining in.  Unfortunately one of our players, John Hendley (“Eico”), passed away dur-
ing the contest.  John, like so many of you, was really enjoying our congenial competition and had grown 
in his enthusiasm toward horse racing because of it.  So it was heartbreaking to hear of his passing, and 
next year we will name the event in his honor.    
 
Great job again by HTR webmaster Rick Bush in keeping the contest running smoothly and for his 
prompt display of those informative results and standings each evening.  There is no question that the 
HTR tourneys are the most efficiently scored and well-supervised anywhere.  We do appreciate all your 
feedback on the format and the rules to make it better competition each time.  
 
One flaw in our format that became apparent was the proliferation of plays coming in on the last two 
days.  My feeling is that we should allow a maximum of 10 plays per day throughout the contest, includ-
ing the final day.  Some of us saved up 20 or 30 plays for the last two days and tossed in the longest shots 
on the board and hoped for a “hail Mary”.  It almost worked, as there was an $83 winner at GP on the 
final day that was picked by seven players and allowed some very strong comebacks at the end.  One 
player, Ripken00 (Tim R from Anaheim, CA) was dead last for several days during the contest with a 
severe negative score, pulled his entry all the way up to 14th place at the end by hitting multiple high 
prices in his final attempts.  Those things happen in every contest, but we want to limit the luck factor as 
much as possible next time.  
 
LeakyEyes Barbara Buckley (Novato, CA), one of the best handicappers anywhere, had expended her last 
selection on the Sunday before the final contest round.  After an excellent weekend, she stood in first 
place entering the final day but had to watch and wait for other players and hope they didn’t hit anything.  
If she had saved a pick or two for the finale could she have won it?  Maybe, maybe not, but the point is - 
you increase your leverage by saving a bullet or two until the end.  Bob Stark held onto his last one until 
the 9th at GP on the final day and his longshot finished second, putting him over the top.   
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Las Vegas Tournament News 
HTR Winter Challenge Tournament - continued 

 

One of our contest tracks, Mountaineer Park (MNR) had to cancel several times due to the severe winter 
weather hitting the entire eastern United States.  We used Turf Paradise (TUP) as a substitute, but it did 
not draw the enthusiasm from contestants that MNR does at night.  That may have cost some of our play-
ers their best shot.  For our summer contest we’ll use MNR again and select one or two other tracks 
(along with Del Mar and Saratoga) to ensure variety and plenty of daily activity 7 days a week and at 
night.  Yet adding many more tracks makes it too difficult to score and police the contest effectively.     
 
There were several bonus-prize winners in the contest as well.  Ken Busch (MtKen) from Montana hit an 
extraordinary 73% ITM, but even more amazing that only three of those finished 3rd, so his Win-Place 
percentage was nearly 70% by itself.  Charles Martin (C_Martin) from Oklahoma hit the highest mutuel 
during the contest (GP-2, 02/09) $156.  Our sole-survivor contest “Beat KM” found no victor this time. 
 
In his own words, Bob Stark gives you his thoughts on the contest. 
 

Ken asked me to write a short article on how I played the winter contest, so here goes.  I found the format 
to my liking.  I played the contest the same way I play my straight betting, looking for value, with a goal for 
a positive ROI for the bankroll.  I always look for 5 to 10 plays a day choosing from about 8 day tracks 
whenever I play in the race book. 
 
I cut my teeth in handicapping contests by first playing the old Cal-Neva in Reno.  I always liked that for-
mat, which was to start with $500, and bet ten, 10% of your bankroll plays at the designated tracks over a 
four-day period.  You could bet any of the 10% amount across the board.  One really had to handicap, or 
you would be out of the contest, if you depleted your bankroll.  They only paid down to 5th place in the 
prize money, but you got to take home your bankroll.  The best I did was to get into 7th, beating about 400 
other players.  Nope, no prize money, but I took home my $2600 bankroll! 
 
Most of the big tournaments, here in Vegas, are all win only, with “funny money”.  You have to use quite a 
different strategy and seek out longshots.  You do not get credit for say a $15.00 place price, like the 
$15.00 place horse that helped me to win this contest.   
 
The strategy I used, in this contest, was quite simple.  I tried to get a fast start out of the gate, then settle 
behind the leaders, and then have enough kick down the lane.  I did play some 5/2 chalk plays, as there 
were times in this long marathon that it was better to go up $6 rather than to lose $6. 
 
I started and ended the contest while at home, but spent 12 of the 18 days on the road doing personal 
business.  This meant handicapping on the fly for about 1 hour each evening, and posting my selections 
early, without regard to odds or track conditions. 
 
I usually start with the TLC report to find a horse in the range of 4 to 8-1.  Then I check out what I like on 
the TLC, against the HTR Fig2 screen, and the trainer report.  I went with my gut to pick winners and 
posted them before I changed my mind.  Sometimes when one waits to the very end to select, we can 
talk our self out of good plays.  I was able to pick 6 of my 14 winners in double digits with a $36 winner 
the highest.  My 4 double-digit place prices also helped.  I don’t specialize in any one type of race; I look 
at them all, as long as they have at least an 8-horse field. 
 
That’s about it.  I hope to represent the HTR group well at the Orleans.  I am looking forward to meet 
some of you that participate on the chat board.  AGAIN, kudos to Ken and Rick, for all their great efforts 
during the contest. 
 
Thank you Bob and now it’s on to the Orleans on April-3 where he will try to parlay this win into some 
serious money.  
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 News from Thoroughbred Racing 
BetFair – New Service Offers Fixed Odds Wagering 

 

BetFair (www.betfair.com, England) was designed as an eBay for gamblers.  Think of it as a giant swap 
meet where you can buy and sell your opinions of games and horse races with others.  The novel concept 
allows bettors to become a shrewd bookie and a smart shopper at the same time.  Suppose for example 
you feel strongly that the 6/5 ML favorite in the feature at AQU is going to run badly.  You could log-on 
to BetFair and offer 2/1 odds on this horse and get plenty of takers.  The amount of action you can take 
would depend on your current account balance.  BetFair computers supervise all the transactions and take 
a 5% cut from each payout.  Player accounts are debited and credited quickly when the race is over with-
out risk to anyone’s money because you cannot bet or book any wagers beyond what you have in your 
balance.  So it’s not quite like a real bookmaker because no credit is extended for wagers, but there is the 
comfort of knowing your winners will always be paid promptly.   
 
An HTR subscriber, Neil C, from Ontario Canada sent me an email highlighting some of the bets he made 
using BetFair service on Saturday March 1  
 
I have become quite taken with BetFair and feeling too lazy to handicap today, I tried a little experiment 
using the K rating today (Sat March 1).  I took all the K-1’s from the races they were handling and entered 
the HTR2001 equivalent VBET odds in the “bet” column, waiting to see if the bets were “matched” 
(accepted or booked by another user).  Here is what happened on some of those that did get a match  
 

• OP-2; Nippa Way; BetFair user(s) accepted my offer (“match”) of 4.4 to 1 odds; the horse 
won and paid $3.60 at the track – I got back  $10.80 on this winner (!). 

 

• OP-3; Marque; matched at 3.6 to 1; the horse went off at 3.8 at the track and lost. 
 

• LRL-6; Attainable; matched at 2.8 to 1; the horse won and paid $6.20 at LRL, I got $7.60. 
 

• OP-4; Louis Arthur; matched at 3.6 to 1, won and paid $3.80 at the track; I got $9.20 (!). 
 

• GP-7; Rock Again; matched me at 4.3 to 1; won and paid $7.20 at the track; I got $10.60 (!). 
 

• FG-6; Sixty Stars; matched at 3.3 to 1; horse went off 2.7-1 and lost. 
 

• SA-8; Redattore; matched at 5.8 to 1; won and paid $12.40 at the track; I got $13.60. 
 

• GG-8; Halo Cat; matched at 3.7; won and paid $4 at the track; I received $9.40 (!). 
 
These were the most dramatic highlights, he had a few other wins and several other losses that were not as 
remarkable.  Some of these horses were generous gift odds!  Thanks Neil for sharing your interesting 
experience on BetFair.  Canadian bettors have already enjoyed some ability to find overlays at American 
tracks because their pools are separate and not co-mingled, but it is very unlikely that heavy favorites at 
OP, GP or GG could pay so high in any other setting.  Neil also points out that BetFair has a limited 
menu of tracks to choose from (those with video feed) and that all winnings are reduced by the 5% com-
mission.  That is a very low takeout compared to any racetrack though.  BetFair does not currently permit 
exotic wagers.   
 
There are many tempting advantages to a system such as BetFair for shrewd horseplayers.  Obviously the 
most important is that the odds are ‘fixed’ and will not change once your wager is accepted.  The odds 
that Neil “matched” in his examples above never moved after his bet was secured, even if the bettors at 
the track were pummeling the horse down to odd-on favoritism. 
 
If BetFair seems too good to be true and you are asking where can you sign up – sorry, you probably can't 
join if you are an American citizen.  On page 5 we'll find out more about that, discuss the BetFair concept 
and possible implementation in the United States.  
 

http://www.betfair.com/
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
BetFair – Tremendous Possibilities – But Not in the USA 

 

Americans who are betting from the USA are not permitted to wager with BetFair.  They will allow a 
U.S. citizen to use the service when they leave the country.  Credit card transactions and other deposits 
from American banks are blocked.  Here is an email I received from a NY client after he tried to open an 
account with them.... 
 

Re: BetFair- I opened an account with them but they wouldn't accept my deposit. They do not currently 
allow US residents to bet unless you place the bet outside the USA. They told me if I sent my passport 
and only bet when I was out of the USA it would be ok.  I don't think they can tell if you’re outside and this 
may just give them some cover.  I decided not to do this however.  They said they are working on allow-
ing American residents to bet in the US, but didn't know if and when this would happen. If things change 
I'll LYK - too bad. 
 
Andy Beyer recently sparked a lot of interest in BetFair with a column in the Washington Post.  He indi-
cated he had a wagering account with them but he did not mention any problems for U.S. residents.  I 
wonder if he has since been barred or was skirting the rules somehow.  This ban on American action does 
not affect Canadians.  I’m not sure what law or statute is inhibiting BetFair from accepting wagers from 
the USA, but none of the regulations seems to stop the offshore sports books from opening U.S. accounts. 
 
There are overtures from U.S. satellite-wagering hubs seeking to implement a clone of the BetFair system 
and make it a legal parimutuel offering.  The proposal will be met with immediate and forceful resistance 
from track owners and horsemen unless they are guaranteed a healthy percentage of the take.  I’m guess-
ing things can be worked out and it might be a boon to the industry to offer patrons a chance to play 
directly against each other in a controlled environment.  “I’ll give you 2/1 if you’ll put up a $100 on Con-
garee in the Big Cap” - a gambler might offer in such a system (Congaree lost at 3/5).  Another might put 
up: “I’ll give you 2/1 if anything but Congaree wins the race”.  The possibilities would be unlimited and 
if the takeout were kept at 10% or under, the action would be active and exciting.   
 
The first use of the parimutuel system to offer something other than the strict outcome of a current horse-
race has already been going on with the Kentucky Derby future pools.  You might argue that the odds are 
not fixed and you are still betting into a fluctuating pool.  True, yet the bet is unique for two reasons: 1) 
you lose if your horse scratches or doesn’t make the Derby; 2) you can place a wager on the “All Others” 
group.  This would be any horse not named on the regular list.  By the way - the “All Others” closed at 
highway robbery odds in the latest pool: 2/1!!  If any of the “Others” win the Derby, they will surely be 
10/1 or more unless one of them emerges to win a major prep in the next 6 weeks, highly unlikely.  The 
point is that this is an offering that does not name a specific horse rather it is a “proposition” wager.   
 
Proposition wagering in a tightly controlled account environment such as BetFair would attract millions.  
There are plenty of zealous bettors that would play out their emotional attachments or negative opinions 
with creative wager offerings such as “I’m offering 10/1 odds that to anyone that thinks a horse will win 
the Triple-Crown”.  Would that be a good or bad wager to gamble on?  The Triple Crown is a 1 in 20 
proposition historically but several colts have come close in the last 10 years.   If a horse did win the first 
two legs of the ‘Crown, you would be looking real good with 10/1 on a heavy favorite in the Belmont.   
 
Nevada and offshore bookmakers offer many propositions for horses and sports.  Most are surefire losers 
designed to give the house an overwhelming edge against suckers.  Intelligent horseplayers have long 
since realized that the so-called ‘Kentucky Derby future book’ is a joke and most of the Derby contenders 
will exceed the future odds at the track if they make the race.  If your pick doesn’t make it into the race 
you lose anyway; better to wait until Derby day to shop for value.  The “house” is beginning to crumble 
in Las Vegas in the realm of sports wagering because the offshore providers offer rebates and more attrac-
tive odds and ‘props’.  So a BetFair type system here would probably be a big hit if it gives players 
options outside of conventional betting.  I'll offer 20/1 odds that we won't see it anytime soon though. 
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Systems and Angles 
A Point System For Turf Races 

 

Last month we tried a point system that was pretty old and didn't reflect much on today's thoroughbred 
runner.  Let's give it another go with a more modern approach for grass routes only.  Many horseplayers 
do not believe that turf races can be handicapped with pace and speed figures.  Instead they use other cri-
teria such as class, grass records, trainer/jockey and pedigree to assess these horses.  Let's devise a 
mechanical point method that incorporates all these factors and see if it gets us any winners.  The method 
below is my idea and entirely original and it is necessary to use HTR2001 to score the points.  Here are 
the items I used in the system .... 
 

Class 
Earnings per start - grass races only.   This takes the lifetime earnings from turf races and divide by the 
number of races, then we rank the totals.     
 
EPS Lifetime Turf           Rank          Points 
                             1             +5 
                             2             +3 
                             3             +1 
 
Grass Record 
Next we'll give the horse points for good lifetime efforts at today's distance and surface combined with 
success on today's course (track and surface).  We'll add them up and score the horse 1 point for each win, 
and a half-point for each 2nd place finish in both categories.  The purpose is to find the most experienced 
and successful competitors regardless of the number of previous starts.   
 

Win-Place Record at Today's Dist/Surf       Wins      Place    3rd or Worse 
and Win-Place on Today's Course             x 1       x 1/2         x0 
 
Trainer and Jockey 
We know that turf races tend to be won by top trainers and jockeys.  We'll give ample credit to horses 
with the top connections.  The HTR2001 trainer and jockey ratings were used for the rankings.  
 

Trainer Ranking             Rank          Points 
                             1             +5 
                             2             +3 
                             3             +1 
 

Jockey Ranking             Rank          Points 
                             1             +5 
                             2             +3 
                             3             +1 
 
Breeding 
Finally we'll add pedigree ranking to the mix, but limit the scoring on this so that it becomes basically a 
tiebreaker factor only. 
 

Pedigree Ranking            Rank          Points 
                             1             +3 
                             2             +2 
                             3             +1 
 
On the next page we'll set up the test and check the results of this method. 
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Systems and Angles 
Point System For Turf, Tested  
 

This method has some good attributes and is a fair assessment for most entrants.  Foreign shippers can be 
appraised in this method with good clarity as they can be rated on all factors and not be concerned with 
layoff or speed figures.  Horses making their first grass start will be given zero points in the first two 
categories, but if they have strong connections and pedigree they may still make a good showing.  We can 
eliminate maiden races to avoid some of the problems with novice grass starters.  I also filtered the test so 
that the minimum purse was $10,000 and ignores cheaper horses that don't typically run on grass.  Early 
test revealed poor ROI and lots of ties, particularly in races where many horses scored low.  So I adjusted 
the filter to output horses with a minimum of +10 points in their score.  
 
Turf Point System    Non-Maiden Grass Routes     Purse $10,000 or above - Rank with 10 pts + 
 

 
Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         5,926         24.7   42.1    0.80    2.05 
 2.........2,323         20.3   38.8    0.81    1.61 
 3           492         17.2   31.2    1.05    1.36 
 

Zero Pts   8,774         04.2   09.9    0.67    0.39 
 
Analysis 
That is a laughable return on investment for the top ranks.  The win percentage was pretty good though, 
the system's top-2 produced more than 45% of all the grass winners in this wide study.  The result tells us 
that these horses are very obvious to the bettors and offer no value.  At first glance, the good ROI from 
the 3rd ranks could be a reflection of small sample size (492 horses).  This group was limited by the fact 
that I only tested horses with a +10 score or higher.  That means these 3rd ranked horses were in tough 
with two other runners rated higher still.  Very interesting then that a legitimate 3rd contender with obvi-
ous merit may be underrated by the public.       
 
The Impact Values tell us that this point system has considerable predictability - as opposed to profitabil-
ity.  The most glaring result is for those horses rated with zero points.  Zero point horses would be those 
that did not rate 1-2-3 in the EPS/Trainer/Jockey/Pedigree categories and did not have any win or place 
finishes on the grass at today's distance or track.  A zero point horse is often a runner with limited or no 
grass experience.  So we can make a very logical assertion: an inexperienced grass runner without strong 
connections or clear pedigree advantage, is at a huge disadvantage and a poor bet at any odds. 
 
I'm curious to find out individual strength of each of the system elements on the sample.  While the ROI 
is not very good for the point method, there is enough of a positive result here to encourage me to dig a 
little further.  Let's start with the 'Lifetime Earnings Per Start on Grass' category.  
 
LifeTime Earnings Per Start on Grass by Rank 
 

Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         7,096         21.2   37.7    0.78    1.72 
 2.........7,041         17.0   32.3    0.74    1.38 
 3         6,680         15.2   29.4    0.84    1.21 
 

Zero Pts  41,234         08.1   17.3    0.75    0.52 
 

Earnings per start is fast becoming an endangered species for class evaluation.  The 1990's was an era of 
'localized purse inflation' with slot machine revenue, attractive state breeding incentives and unusually 
high stakes prize money to retain young horses on the circuit.  Purses in England, where many of the top 
grass horses in the world emerge are amazingly low for non-graded stakes.  These and other factors com-
bine to render earnings ineffective as a predictable measure of class and ability on turf.       
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Systems and Angles 
Testing Turf Race Factors 

 
 

Next item on the agenda is the horse's combined record at today's distance (grass only) and at today's spe-
cific grass course ('track').   The total wins are multiplied x 1pt and the 2nd place finishes are factored x 
1/2pt to get a total.  Starts in each category are ignored as we are looking for a combination of experience 
+ success to find us a winner.  The points for both records are totaled and then the field ranked accord-
ingly......   
 
Grass Success  - Win/Place @ Today's Track_+ Today's Turf Distance by Rank of Points 
 

Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         8,451         16.9   31.7    0.84    1.34 
 2.........7,192         13.9   27.2    0.78    1.11 
 3         6,402         14.1   26.7    0.80    1.05 
 

Zero Pts  25,947         08.6   17.3    0.76    0.46 
 

A success record on today's turf course and distance is not a definitive predictor for winners.  Those 
horses that have not been able to win or place in either category in their career (zero pts) are at a clear 
disadvantage though.   It is likely that one win over the course is as good as many in terms of statistical 
impact on the outcome.  Naturally the handicapping needs to inspect the record in terms of total starts in 
each category, recent efforts and the competition faced in those starts.      
 
Next we'll test the Trainer and Jockey ratings in these grass routes.  The HTR2001 trainer and jockey rat-
ing was used for the rankings below and in the point system. 
 

Trainer by HTR2001 Rating Points - Grass Routes - Purse >= $10,000  
 

Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         7,190         18.8   34.5    0.83    1.57 
 2.........7,133         15.8   30.2    0.78    1.32 
 3         7,087         14.2   27.4    0.85    1.12 
 

 8+       13,768         06.7   13.8    0.76    0.44 
 

These results are about the same as an "all burger" (test every race in the database) for the trainer rating.  
The trainer rating is far more effective when looked at in terms of the rating number itself.  For example; 
the 1-ranked trainers with a rating above 400 would show a significantly higher win percentage than those 
below 300 (although the ROI would not improve).  We do not currently have a specific 'trainer on turf' 
rating, but that may be forthcoming with new data from HDW later this year. 
 
Jockey by HTR2001 Rating Points - Grass Routes - Purse >= $10,000 
 

Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         7,211         20.8   36.4    0.86    1.73 
 2.........7,118         16.3   30.4    0.83    1.36 
 3         7,114         14.0   27.4    0.90    1.17 
 

 8+       13,793         05.9   13.1    0.74    0.38 
 

By itself, the jockey rating is the most predictive factor in the point system.  The top riders obviously pro-
cure the best horses on turf because the class levels and purses are higher than on dirt.   If you did nothing 
more than bet the top-3 rated jockeys in a grass route (purse > $10k) you would hit 50% winners and beat 
the track takeout for ROI.  It is apparent that the public does not bet the top jocks in grass races as heavily 
as they do on dirt; perhaps jaded by so many close finishes and the greater extent of trip trouble that 
horses face on tight turf courses.  Trainers and owners are acutely aware of the high volatility inherit in 
American grass racing and they want a good pilot for their grass specialists.  Keep a sharp eye out for sig-
nificant jockey changes ("+" next to jockey name in HTR2001) when evaluating a turf race.       
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Systems and Angles 
Testing Turf Race Factors 

 
Finally we'll look at the pedigree ranking.  The mere ranking of the pedigree number would seem to have 
little value over examining the numerical rating itself.  Knowing that a horse has a 735 pedigree rating 
while making its first start on the turf would raise our eyebrows far more than assigning it a #1 rank.  The 
HTR2001 pedigree number is unique in that it takes into account the specific distance and surface (not 
just the surface alone) and is adjusted when horses are making their first start on grass.  Also the brood-
mare record and her sire (dam sire) records are also considered in the equation for a very balanced and 
accurate assessment of lineage as a predictor for race success.  Another advantage to the HTR pedigree 
number is it's dynamic character; HDW updates the breeding statistics every day in our files for the most 
up-to-date snapshot possible.  Almost all other pedigree ratings are cataloged on a yearly basis and most 
of those deal with the sire + surface only.  The table below displays what happens if you bet the pedigree 
ranking by itself in grass routes. 
 
Pedigree Ranking - Grass Routes - Purse >= $10,000; Non-maidens 
 

Rank       Horses        Win%   W+P%    wROI     I.V 
 

 1         7,269         15.1   28.4    0.81    1.29 
 2.........6,966         15.4   27.9    0.91    1.34 
 3         7,082         13.4   26.6    0.87    1.19 
 

 8+       13,841         07.1   15.2    0.69    0.59 
 

The results are surprisingly positive here.  Rating horses based entirely on the historical record of their 
bloodlines would seem completely abstract to the more pragmatic approaches to race prediction such as 
speed figures.  Yet the top-3 pedigrees in the turf routes not only won a good share of the races (44%) but 
hit some nice prices as well as shown in the ROI of the 2-3 ranks.  That ROI on the 2-rank is the good 
news here as a win rate of about 15% takes many fat priced winners to achieve a 0.91 ROI.    
 

Keep in mind that this test was done entirely with the ranking.  If the 1-ranked pedigree had a weak rating 
(under 300) it still was accounted for in the top category; diluting the results.  The rating number itself is 
far more indicative.  Watch carefully for signs of potential with pedigree ratings over 440 on the turf, and 
with young horses and maidens on either surface.  Be mindful of the rating when a runner is attempting to 
stretch out or try a new dist/surf for the first time.  First time starters tend to catch everyone's eye with 
famous stallions, but the HTR2001 pedigree numbers do not over-rate the sire's ability alone and assesses 
the entire lineage with a complex formula to predict success in specific circumstances.  A pedigree may 
compute the horse to a far different figure from it's initial dirt sprint as a FTS 2yr maiden than when it 
emerges as a 5yr in a grass route years later.   
 
Thoughts and final analysis 
When we throw several diverse handicapping factors into a formula it is like the "witches cauldron" or 
"hobo stew", you can't be sure how it will turn out.  No one wants to eat a bowl of onions, cheese, ground 
beef and sauce by itself, but throw it all into a mix and you might get tasty chili.  So it goes with handi-
capping factors.  The question for every cook or horse racing researcher is: "how much of each ingredient, 
and how many ingredients" will make the perfect formula or casserole? 
 
My development of the (K) rating, for example, was a long evolving process of tinkering and tweaking to 
achieve the ideal mix and quantity of factors.  The road to the perfect rating is occupied by this consistent 
dilemma when looking at test results.... 
 

• The higher the win% achieved, the more the ROI tends to drop. 
• The stronger the ROI, the weaker the win percentage becomes. 
 

So what exactly are we looking for? 
 (continued on page 10) 
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Data Research 
Discover the Perfect Formula?  

 

Novice researchers to horse racing are often shocked to find that they are absolutely impotent to find a 
formula that will beat the rate of winning favorites (33%).  "If the top speed figure wins 27% of all races, 
and the top jockey wins 22%, and the top early pace horse wins 23% and 80% of all winners have raced 
within the last 45 days, etc, etc, then a combination of that should get 50% winners easy!" 
 
We have had many new users excitedly subscribe to HTR with the lure of unlimited files and the Access 
export.  They believe that with hard work and the right combination of factors the Holy Grail can be 
found-- a spot play that will show a profit on all races.  Most of these people fade away in a few months 
when they realize that their best intentions have failed: "it must be bad data or the program ratings that 
are at fault - I can't find anything that wins - please inactivate my account".  After ten years of dealing 
with thousands of potential customers, the losers are easy to spot; they want instant gratification for their 
efforts.  Like a spoiled child they expect a fat reward for a good intentions and hard work alone.  Even at 
tournaments we still hear people whining, "I spent three days, 12 hours per day studying the Racing 
Form, found some nice winners, but how are we good handicappers going to beat these lucky longshot 
players........they should change the rules to let the real horseplayers have a chance" 
 
The game of horseracing is a real-time economic jungle.  The other people betting today want to take all 
your money and there is no compassion when they beat you.  Your efforts must be focused on out-
smarting, out-preparing and out-flanking your fellow horseplayers instead of trying to find more winners.  
Winners are certainly the fiber of the end process, but the key is to uncover a pattern that few others have 
noticed.  This does not mean that longshots have to be your specialty.  A 4/5 favorite bet to Place can be 
profitable under some circumstances if they pay a return that exceeds the public's expectation.  Under-
standing exactly how the public wagers and predicting their behavior may be just as important to a suc-
cessful horseplayer as reading the past-performances.    
 
The test results for the grass route point system this month were not bad at all in terms of finding plentiful 
winners.  Yet there is no money to be made with it because the ROI and overlay production were very 
low.  In other words, the horses that our point system produced as contenders attracted too many other 
informed researchers, system users and conventional handicappers and they bet the identified selections to 
unprofitable odds.  Even though we have failed to find a profitable spot play with grass routes at this 
juncture, we have succeeded in understanding what compels the public to bet on these horses.  Our task 
then is to find a subset of contending runners in these same races that does not seduce the betting public 
so easily.  It is much harder to uncover the factors that reveal these unappreciated horses, but they are 
there, and if you dig long enough you'll hit pay-dirt. 
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HTR2001 Upgrade 
Various Updates - Data and Software 

 

HDW Stormed 
The Lexington area was hit hard by the recent winter storms blanketing much of the country.  Power 
was out for days at time and the roads were icy.  Ron Tiller had to stay at the Motel6 near the office 
because he couldn't get home for awhile, but he and Richard and Jim managed to keep the operation 
going with very little disruption - we owe them a big high-five and a beer for their efforts!  Ron reports 
that two of his computer hard drives were blown out in a power surge and this will delay the new trainer 
stats file he was working on, but he believes he can get it ready in the spring for us.  HDW will also be 
changing servers  and HTR subscribers will be issued a new IP address in March.  This will require you 
to change the URL (Internet web-site locator http:// number) in your favorites folder.  If you click the 
"Members Area" link on our free HTR site, you will never know the difference because Rick will switch 
that over seamlessly.  I'll post the information on our discussion board as soon as I receive it. 
 
Track Profile / Bias Screen 
I continued coding the Track Profile interactive screen this month and completed the main options.   
You will access this screen with the large button at the bottom of the main interface [Track Bias].   
Using this screen will allow you the following options..... 
 

• View statistics for 1-Month or 1-Year track profiles.  Also you can take a closer look by clicking the 
"Last 10 Races" option and get the stats for the most recent ten races/1-month at each distance.  The 
available list of Track Profile files for each type will appear in a list box on the right of the screen.  
You need to download these files almost daily to stay updated, as the data is rotated for a 30-day or 
365-day cycle when results come in each evening.    

   

• There is an option to filter "Maidens" and "Non-Maidens" from the report.  My research revealed 
that maidens were the only significant separation to make in the track profile.  Other class/age/sex 
groups did not make much difference to general running patterns over a specific dist/surf.   Maiden 
races tend to have a higher early profile than non-maidens, so check the difference when you are 
studying the track profiles at each distance. 

 
The Track Bias interface requires you to select all your options and then click large [..Go!] button before 
the report will refresh in the text box.  You can print the report with the button provided, or use your 
(right and left) mouse buttons to select, cut, copy and paste the data however you wish. 
 
For more background on how to utilize the Track Profile and its statistics, please read the January 2003 
issue of the HTR Monthly report.  If you need a quick reminder about the data and abbreviations, click 
the [BIAS] fast-button at the top left of the main HTR2001 interface to pop-up a 1-month report and 
data-key.  Later I will be adding more statistical options to the Track Bias screen including complete 
post-position statistics by field size. 
 
HX4 Export - TLC Contenders 
Added 3 new data items: nVEL, rVEL, nCONT.  You can read the updated HX4.txt file for details on the 
data and field locations.  Thanks to RickB (CA) for his idea on contender selection in TLC.  You will 
see a (*) for some horses in the top right section of the TLC that marks solid win contenders that hit at a 
very high percentage.  Read the HTR discussion board for more details and test samples.  The nCONT 
field in the export makes it easy to test them if you use Access. 
 
Other changes 
Added the small "c" to indicate a claim (last start) on the Program Screen, next to the trainer rating. 
 
PL-4 
The automatic paceline method (4) has been changed to "best average pace velocity at the near-distance 
and same surface in the last 180 days".  Try it on turf races and with 3-year-olds. 
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Late News – Seminar /Tournaments / HTR People in the News 
 

Our 2003 annual seminar will take place in Lexington, Kentucky on August 1-3.  
We will provide all the details and information in the coming weeks.  Hope you 
can make your plans to join us this summer! 
 

I will be out of the office from April 3 – 6 attending the Orleans tournament in Las 
Vegas.  More than 30 HTR subscriber's entries are expected to be in the competi-
tion.  The newsletter will be a few days late next month (April 10) because I want 
to add the results and stories from the event when I return.     
 

Congratulations to John Buckley for finishing 2nd in the recent HOU on-line con-
test.  We’ll see John and wife Barbara at the Orleans where they are always tough.  
If there are any free on-line contests that you are aware of, please post a message 
on our bulletin board or send me an email.   
 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
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